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Solid as a rock
•

Dairy prices further solidified their large gains overnight.

•

Weak NZ (and global) dairy production is pushing prices higher.

•

Meanwhile, we continue to see clear upside risk to our $6.00/kg milk price forecast.

Summary
The spike in dairy prices since July has got legs. Dairy supply has
fundamentally corrected, leading to a similar correction in prices.
And the auction overnight has seen the price surge further
solidified.

Season-end Forecasts

If anything, we see prices going higher. In particular, we expect the
global production picture to get worse before it gets better. Here in
NZ, a very weak season production-wise is all but set in stone.
Meanwhile, we still have a view that current data flatter the actual
(downward) trend in EU production. This global production
tightness may squeeze prices higher yet.

Auction Results

Looking back over the past few months, though, prices have come a
very long way. As a result, we are in no particular rush to revise
higher our forecast. That said, there is clear upside to our $6.00/kg
2016/17 milk price forecast, and if prices remain at or near current
levels, it is simply a matter of time.
Auction comments
In line with expectations, dairy prices further cemented their large
gains overnight. Overall prices ticked up 3.5%, paced by a 4.9% lift
in WMP prices. Six out of the seven products we monitor rose.
Dairy prices have corrected higher and now sit above long-run
averages. For example, WMP and overall prices are 62% and 51%
higher than as at the same time a year ago. Meanwhile, WMP
prices have moved 12% above the level prices have averaged since
auctions began back in 2008.
The relative WMP strength reflects the market’s ongoing reaction to
the rapid decline (from an already weak position) in NZ production.
Prices for WMP, NZ’s key product, have surged around a third over
the last four auctions, while SMP prices, in contrast, have jumped a
less spectacular 18%.
In our view, WMP prices may have further to go, and may challenge
US$4,000/MT in the New Year. In particular, we expect the data on
NZ and EU production are set to get worse before they get better.
For example, we expect NZ production to fall 5% over the season as
a whole from the 3.1% decline for the season to date. Also, we
expect flat production in the EU this calendar year, which is less
than official EU forecasts of a small rise.
Implications
With another firm result in the bag, there is clear upside to our
$6.00/kg 2016/17 milk price forecast. For now we stick with
$6.00/kg, but the forecast remains “under review”.

2016/17
2017/18
Fonterra
ASB
ASB
Milk Price*
$6.00
$6.00
$6.50
* per kg of milk solids (excluding dividend).

Product
Whole Milk Powder (WMP)
Skim Milk Powder (SMP)
Anhydrous Milk Fat (AMF)
Butter
GDT Price Index

% change in
index since
last auction

Annual %
change in
index

Weighted
Average Price
US$/MT

4.9%
1.4%
2.9%
1.7%
3.5%

61.7%
37.4%
58.2%
47.1%
51.0%

3,593
2,570
5,500
4,262
n.a.
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(average winning price)

USD/MT
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Skim Milk Powder
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4,000
3,500
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2,500

Whole Milk Powder

2,000
1,500
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs.
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy,
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We
are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that
any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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